
 
 
 
 

 
 

Dear ABC   ji:  

It would be a pleasure for us to 

be able to help you with your query. 
 

Thanks for ordering Saturn  transit report. We 
take pride in giving the most authentic Vedic 
astrology reports with best possible price along 
with almost zero cost effective remedies.  

Section (1) Your Birth details:  
Saturn  transit  Report!   

Sade sati report!  

<br> 

email id 

abc@yahoo.com 

//.......................... 

October 10, 1971 

23:05 



Kanpur 

1+3+18 = 22/4= rahu and moon 

dow= Sunday=1 

//......................................... 

Month of birth 

10 

dob 

3 

year of birth 

1971 

time of birth 

first name 

ABC 

middle name 

 

last name 

UFD 

minutes of birth 

05 

hour of birth 

23 

place of birth 

Kanpur 

State 

UP 

country 

India 

my Textbox value is = 

///////////////////////////////// 

/Coordinates 

25.7002° N, 79.0082° E 

//.......................... 
Your Lagan & Navamsha Horoscope Details: 



 







 

 

Section (2): BONUS your Personality 

& destiny Predictions 
 

 You could be highly ambitious and want to reach the 

top   

 You  would respect the law and system as such. 

 You could sooner or later donate to religious places 

or NGO’s, or you create NGO’s .There is a past life 

reincarnation karma of building something in this life 

time for  you. 

  You could also be sincere and have a kind nature. 

But intolerance, critical nature at times and short 

temper   has to be worked out for overall success 

In life(Jupiter negative may manifest at times). 

 You could also be honest 

 You could have a sharp intellect, and read intensely 

 You could be fond of fun and with many mates- 

wanderer(just an indication and may not be true) 

 Family life may have issues above average 

 You could be a good public servant and a counsellor 

 You may become famous later in life. 

 Yes overall accidents and operations need care. 
 Also 

 You have spiritual depth and teaching skill. All 

coming from past life reincarnation good karma 

.:)Jupiter in Scorpio.  

 You could have occult knowledge and intuitive gifts 

 You could be wealthy and clever in executing work 

 You could be intelligent, scholarly and a writer 

 You could have a cynical and witty nature. 

 



 

Section (3) Saturn transit dates for 
reference 

3.1 For the year 2021 

 

 Saturn becomes Retrograde On 

May 23, 2021, Sunday at 02:50 PM 

 

 Saturn becomes Progressive On 

October 11, 2021, Monday at 07:48 AM 

 

 Duration of Saturn Retrograde motion = 141 

Days 

................................................................................

......... 

3.2 For the year 2022 

 

 Saturn becomes Retrograde On 

June 5, 2022, Sunday at 03:16 AM 

 

 Saturn becomes Progressive On 

October 23, 2022, Sunday at 09:37 AM 

 

 Duration of Saturn Retrograde motion = 141 

Days 



//.............................................................................

.................... 

 

 

3.3 Saturn transit DIRECT MOTION dates 
 For the year 2021 

 

 

 Saturn becomes Progressive On 

October 11, 2021, Monday at 07:48 AM 

 

 Duration of Saturn Retrograde motion = 141 

Days 

................................................................................

......... 

3.4 For the year 2022 

 

 

 

 Saturn becomes Progressive On 

October 23, 2022, Sunday at 09:37 AM 

 

 Duration of Saturn Retrograde motion = 141 

Days 

//.............................................................................

.................... 

 

Section (4) =LAGNA or 
Ascendant  sign Based 
effects  or Predictions 
Below 

 

 



4.1 DIRECT MOTION SATURN EFFECT 
Specific Effects for Saturn  Transit in your 1 
house & 2nd Capricorn    or Makar  rashi till 3rd 
Oct 2022  & then onwards at least till mid of 
2023 in Aquarius or Kumbha( we are covering 
2.5 years FULL  for you)  

 Over all effects for Saturn  transit 
OVERALL effects in your 1st  house from 
Lagna(till Oct 2022): 

  health/relationships mars /family also 
keep heart and lungs healthy 
 Your Saturn rules lagan and 2nd bhava and 
is in 5th bhava retrograde, so it gives you 
a philosophical cum fun loving nature.:) 
Note you are born on 3rd= Jupiter is fun 
and yes wisdom both. 
 Being retrograde Saturn get weakened a 
bit in 5th bhava, but still OK. 
 March ending, April 2021 or say may 
starting could have been  tough. 
 Saturn as such is not very bad for you, 
yes year 2021 especially is a bit trying 
especially till October – November, but by 
2022, given the fact you do the remedies 
matters could cool down a bit. 
 But sure at the moment Saturn is in 
lagna, so sadhe sati is on. Yes as mars is 
also there in the lagna and Saturn 
connects to it. So being enemies a lot of 
negative energy gets generated. 
Impacting your health, relationships( it 
could be personal and also professional in 
some cases) And family. 
 Yes take good care of heart and lungs as 
such,. And keep family happy and cool. 
 Do more of Yoga, also OM namoha 
shivaye 108 x  as many times and also 
donation to poor plus hanuman chalisa  
regularly and this prana or life force would 
come in your control.   



 Saturn also impacts  your 2nd bhava, it is 
markesh , due to weakening with 
conjunction with natal mars, it creates a 
lot of  stress in above situations. 
 You also have rahu there in lagna and 
with mars, so please stop any aggressive 
actions and  do more Yoga to balance the 
same. You have to avoid rash actions on 
relationships front now and yes special 
care on health due to rahu as well. As 
rahu-mars create negative energy and 
impact Saturn. Saturn in turn pacts 7th 
bhava of relationships and also 2nd bhava 
&  4th bhava of family & over all status. 
 
 So take good care of . 
 1) health 
 2) relationships 
 3) family 
 But not to worry all would be well with 
GOD’s grace. All remedies given. You 
should be fine.   
 

 4.2 Over all effects for Saturn  transit 
OVERALL effects in your 2nd  house 
from Lagna(from Oct 2022 till June 
2023): 

  This would be less stressful. 
 But sadhe Saturn develops depression and 

stress.  Also for your case as moon impacts 
7th bhava, so personal and professional 
relationships would need some care. 

 But sure 2022 would be better than 2021 
despite issues etc. 

 2023  would be even better to harmonize 
relationships, love etc.   

 



 
 

4.3 Saturn RETROGRADE Motion transit 

dates 
 For the year 2021 

 

 Saturn becomes Retrograde On 

May 23, 2021, Sunday at 02:50 PM 

 

 

 Duration of Saturn Retrograde motion = 141 

Days 

................................................................................

......... 

For the year 2022 

 

 

 Saturn becomes Retrograde On 

June 5, 2022, Sunday at 03:16 AM 

 

 

 Duration of Saturn Retrograde motion = 141 

Days 
//..........................................................................
....................... 
=4.5  RETROGRADE  MOTION SATURN EFFECTs: 
( it is in your 1st bhava or house) 

 
 It gives effects of previous house as well. 



 Yes family, and status and relationships may be 

affected as discussed above. 

 But sure some relief is there as goes to 12th 

bhava. 

 Take good care of health for siblings or people 

near you. 

 Yes there is a Yoga for you to make more money 

or salary as well   

 But be forgiving and do more of hanuman 

chalisa and Yoga 

 As effects of 12th bhava( Jupiter), sitting in 11th 

bhava and also connecting to 1st and 2nd bhava. 

 So expenditure on health, may be siblings- but 

sure with some gains also there. 

 
 4.6 RETROGRADE  MOTION SATURN EFFECTs: 
2022 dates Saturn retrograde( it is in your2nd  
bhava or house Oct 2022 onwards and till June 
2022) 

 Your Saturn is not bad, yes retrograde, so may 

give you some depression and some non-

conventional Philosophy   

 But over all retrogression in 2022 , is going to 

help you achieve you gaols. Yes more hard 

work and delays would be there. especially in 

this retrogression period. 

 You can communicate well due to Jupiter, but 

please chose your words well at this time 

especially 

 All would be great 
 



 

 Section 5 BONUS: 



 Classical Vedic astrology view based 

on transit with respect to Lagna or 
ascendant :


5.1 Saturn  in 1st bhava till 3 Oct 2022 

 In the transit of Saturn in the first house is a 

part of the sadhe sati the dreaded cycle. You  

may not be able to think properly. You may  

become dull witted with pain in limbs. There is 

lethargy and inactivity in the body. There is a lot 

of wind or vata in the body. 

 
 There is a fear of accidents and also fall from 

high places(This may not apply to you- but in 

retrograde period do more of lord shiva and 

hanuman ji chanting all would be fine). You 

may have issues with your friends and relatives 

and l travel to far off places 

 

5.2 Saturn  in 2nd  bhava till June 2023 at 

least 

 Saturn  in the 2nd bhava 

 Unnecessary conflicts could be there. Dis-harmony  

or fights with people near and dear or at home- but less 

intense as compared to now. 

 Body may get weak; less gains and less happiness 

may be there in family matters. Partner’s life in danger 

 May stay away from home. May also need to travel 

abroad. 

  

 Also, on the positive front. 



  

 While a certain level of introspection is there in 

Saturn transit of the first house, Saturn's movement into 

the second house suggest your taking stock of our 

effectiveness, your  self-worth, and money matters . This 

stage of life is often marked by hard work and struggle 

as well. Yu have to be practical and hands on in matters. 

Financial or money matters may not be great, yet it is 

generally but slowly it would come in This transit has 

generally  been associated with financial issues , but in 

reality it may not exactly be like that—some review of 

methods have to be there  

 In fact, gains may come step by step, but sudden 

reversals could also come in  transit. It will make you 

connect to the real world.  

 You may feel un supported and discouraged initially- 

but slowly that confidence would build up. You work on 

your effectiveness in dealing with the world, evaluate the 

barriers of success. Time to build up your new confidence 

and apply to real problems 

   

Your moon chart below 






 Section 6  MOON sign 
Based effects  or 
Predictions Below 






  

Effects based on your MOON sign 
(Pisces ) of Saturn  Transit in 
Capricorn    
or Makar  rashi  and then into 

Kumbha Aquarius rashi  (the 
effects from Ascendant given 

above are more important than 
Moon sign  effects given below 

but still giving you more 
information to handle stuff better 

) 
 

 
6.1 Saturn OVERALL   in 12  bhava of yours 
till Oct 2022 

 Over all this could be supportive to your 
profession etc, especially if you are in foreign 
lands 



 But still family people’s health needs care and 
so does the family life and wealth/status of 
yours as 12th bhava drains way all energy.  

 

6.2 Saturn OVERALL effects   in 1st  bhava of 
yours till June 2023 

 Saturn in 1st bhava effects we have already 
covered above 

 But here, moon the lord of 6th bhava is also 
there. So expenditure and conflict or health 
issues could come in somewhat. Though not a 
very strong level. 

 But still stay clear from any legal issue 
started in 2021 continuing now or handle 
health problems with the remedies I have 
already given 

 Yes Yoga for  you is MUST. Two malefic 
energies on your lagan= mars and rahu, the 
NEED to be balanced. 

 

 
 

6.3 Saturn RETROGRADE Motion transit 

dates 
 For the year 2021 

 

 Saturn becomes Retrograde On 

May 23, 2021, Sunday at 02:50 PM 

 

 



 Duration of Saturn Retrograde motion = 141 

Days 

................................................................................

......... 

For the year 2022 

 

 

 Saturn becomes Retrograde On 

June 5, 2022, Sunday at 03:16 AM 

 

 

 Duration of Saturn Retrograde motion = 141 

Days 
//..........................................................................
....................... 
 

- 6.4   Classical Vedic astrology view 

based on transit with respect to Moon 
sign  or Moon ascendant: 



 

 For coming year Saturn in 12th  bhava till Oct 
2022

 

 This transit of Saturn in the twelfth house is not 

auspicious . This could cause you travel aimlessly 

or at least cause worry., expenditure could be on 

the higher side for you. 

 You might be in conflict with your relatives or 

friends. Health is a concern now. Ensure you don’t 

get lured by hidden secret plans of others. You may 

come in conflict with well-known people. 

 You may have to stay away from your family. There 

could be conflict with relations and people in 

position. Unnecessary expenditure is there. Health 

is not good. You  may have to travel  long 

distances. Trouble to kids. 

 Also on the positive front. 

• Contemplation of the importance of our reality, 

our achievements, and our "disappointments" is the 

principle centre when Saturn transits o travels our 

twelfth house. This transit denotes the finish of a 

cycle, which can assuredly carry with it a 

reasonable proportion of disarray and discontent, 

particularly toward the start of the period.  

 Saturn turns a basic eye to all that lies underneath 

the surface, and we are compelled to do some 

genuine "spring cleaning" of our minds. During this 

travel, we face our own evil presences—the unclear 

yet frequenting fears that sabotage us. We as a 

whole have dearly held secrets. What we don't 

generally acknowledge is that they can truly 

sabotage our satisfaction and prosperity. 

  Saturn moves through our "storage room" (the 

twelfth house) and requests that we really 



investigate what's been covering up in there. Is this 

interaction awkward? For the vast majority of us, it 

tends to be.  

•  But disposing of obsolete relationships, and 

inspecting and disposing of unreasonable feelings of 

dread, isn't just essential for additional 

development and advancement—it's at last a great  

alleviation. The twelfth house somehow or another 

is an unloading ground for things we have left 

"fixed".  

 Saturn here needs us to figure out the garbage and 

keep just those things that we genuinely need for 

future turn of events. This cycle can be fairly 

extensive, and it can feel extremely sluggish, yet 

whenever done appropriately, it tends to be 

generally fulfilling. We manage endings as opposed 

to fresh starts during this travel or  transit of 

Saturn, as we shed obsolete connections and 

unwittingly set ourselves up for Saturn's travel or 

transit of the primary(1st) house, when we will work 

industriously on our distinction and individual 

personality.  

  

We are extraordinarily reflective as of now in our 

lives. We may segregate  or isolate ourselves from 

others in some way—an interaction that will in 

general fall into place. Medical problems, for the 

most part of a psychosomatic sort, may go to the 

front. We might be drawn to substitute methods of 

living, and to self-study fields, like analysis. 

 
 For coming year Saturn in 1st bhava till Oct 

2022

 



 Mind may not work effectively. Lack of vitality might 

be felt. Trouble with brothers and females. Fear of 

harm by weapon is possible. You need to travel long 

distances. Not much success in work. Prestige needs 

to be maintained. Financial status may not be very 

good. Trouble with the state also possible. 

 Also on the positive front. 

 Saturn traveling the primary house starts with a 

Saturn combination to the Ascendant, a travel of 

individual importance. The principal house is a fire 

house, a house that administers our own character. 

We fret about how we run over to others on an 

individual level with Saturn here. Our actual body 

turns into a concentration also. Contingent upon the 

age of the local, it very well might be the point at 

which we feel our age, or it is the point at which we 

see our bodies unmistakably.  

 This is a brilliant time for starting wellbeing 

regimens, abstains from food, and so forth, just on 

the grounds that it is the point at which we look in 

the mirror and see ourselves obviously—not what we 

need to see. Our point of view changes to a more 

genuine, capable tone. In the early phases of the 

travel, you may feel baffled with yourself, let down, 

and ailing in self-assurance. You may contact others 

trying to approve yourself, searching for approaches 

to support your certainty. At the point when these 

endeavours fizzle, you may feel briefly let down and 

debilitate. Have confidence that Saturn will re-work 

these sentiments, with your assistance obviously, 

until you arrive at a point (as Saturn travels through 

the house) where you have a more grounded self-

appreciation.  



 This travel acts to change your fearlessness so that 

you question the wellspring of your certainty to date 

and find a stronger base for pulling up inward 

strength. Saturn here acts to tear away the shallow. 

Dreams about oneself, the body, and individual 

capacities will at this point don't go on without 

serious consequences. The final product is a newly 

discovered character and a reasonable 

comprehension of oneself.  

 As far as vocation and tasks, outward indications of 

progress may not be as impending, yet the work that 

you do during this travel will establish a framework 

for future achievement and progress! For instance, a 

few years prior, a customer started a leisure 

activity/project during a Saturn travel to her first 

house, something that took up a ton of her time and 

energy and that yielded nothing as far as prompt 

monetary benefit—until some other time! Indeed, 

this "interest" transformed into her profession in the 

years to follow. 

 

 



 
 

Section 7  How does Saturn  transit 

impact Your Natal planets in your birth 

chart? 

 

 Till Nov  2021 (ketu/Saturn /rahu and sun ) 

of the plannets effected 

 After Nov  2021 and till Oct  2022  Its 

aspects your mars/ venus  and moon 

/mercury  in your horoscope

 



 For coming 12 months 

 

    Transit Saturn  Rahu 

 As rahu is number 4, and Saturn number 8 so 

means more focus in the personality comes in. 

 You will work harder and become more disciplined 

now. 

 Your fancy ideas or imagination   would get more 

real and start getting better results now 

 So good time to build up your base. 

 Transit Saturn  Mars 

 As shared earlier this impacts your health, mental 

state and relationships and family as Saturn mars 

are hard enemies. 

 Over all if prone to blood pressure and heart 

problems please take care.as said earlier 

 Hanuman chalisa is a must now and so is shiva 

japam and donation. Yoga is must again with 

shavasana 

 Your image needs care . 

 Once again driving needs some care 

 
 

Saturn  in Capricorn effects 
 

 All effect covered above 


 Predictions:






 Coming 12 months for you( for your 
benefit- I have elaborated the sub sub 
periods of the dasha which you would 
find more helpful and comprehensive-as a 
special BONUS from us:

 BONUS DASHA  Venus -Venus till Oct 
2022

 Venus the career lord is debilitated in the 9th 
bhava. 

 It gets energies for 8th bhava as well. 
 So over all sudden issues in career and overall 

comfort of life. 
 Father or father figures health needs care. 
 9th bhava is past life This is mostly your  HARD 

PAST LIFE  karma coming out. This has to be in 
depth worked out for over all life happiness and 
success. 
 

https://astrozing.com/past-life-incarnation-re-birth-

karma-report-vedic-astrology-numerology-predictions/ 

 

 recitation of mata gayatri mantra is 
suggested 
 
 

https://astrozing.com/past-life-incarnation-re-birth-karma-report-vedic-astrology-numerology-predictions/
https://astrozing.com/past-life-incarnation-re-birth-karma-report-vedic-astrology-numerology-predictions/


 

Section 8 Special BONUS Nadi 

based Overall YEARLY Destiny 
patterns ;) 
Till Oct 2022 
 

2021 

 

 Tiem for relationships issues fights and emotional 

stress. Hanuman chalisa  is must also health care is 

a must. you could say this is the time to be cautious, 

to do with the healing and care of the body. This is 

the time when your body needs more attention so 

exercise well, sleep well and eat well. Give chance 

for new idea but prefer not to start new projects in 

this period. This is the time when healing forces can  

help your body to get well and better. 

 You could expect having date with lawyers or people 

who make money from conflict. One should sign 

documents carefully. One has to keep tabs on 

deception at the home and personal front. You  could 

expect quarrels and accidents but to control on your      



impulsiveness and carelessness in this period would 

surely help  to reduce them. This is a period in which 

wars and rebellions  start - so watch it with care. 

 

 You have an opportunity to systematize your life - so 

set your  environment in order and close on all the 

odd ends. 

 

2022 till Oct 2022 

 you could expect love happens( if looking for  ) 

obstacles being overcome(by Oct 2022 most of your 

problems of 2021 would be over, but  provided you 

do regular shiva japam, donate to poor and do 

hanuman chalisa daily and do Yoga), new starting 

and recognition of your efforts. This is a period for 

love and marriage. You could expect contentment 

and good fortune. You may expect to happy re  

unions with your friends and family.     

    

 You could expect this time period to bring a new 

start for you, which will promise prosperity. Your 

energy levels are high  during this time. The 

roadblocks will be cleared during this time. You may 

want to control your impulsiveness during this time. 

Selfishness also needs to control as it could lead to 

breaking of relationships whether it is personal or 

professional.     

 The key is to keep an eye on every opportunity that 

comes your way and have faith in one’s abilities-, 

which will lead    you to success. 

 



 
 

 Section 9  BONUS SUB- SUB 

dasha AND  TRANSIT Based 
combined Predictions 

 This readings below have to be 
interpreted in context of the sadhe sati 
readings above. 

 You will find them a very helpful monthly 
Guide to take better decisions in family, love, 
career, Job , relationships, and health 
 
Oct  2021 

 New messages and communications start. 
Make best use of the same.      

There is a New changes could be there. Avoid ego 
issues and locking horns at office. 
Take up new challenges. 
Nov  2021 

 Slow movements would be there. You have to 
be more cooperative and adjusting with people 



at office. Life partner would expect more 
sensitivity.. invest with care. You may have 
increased flow of money  

     and other materialistic things. 
Dec  2021 

 Start planning for the coming time. Apart from 
fun a time for introspection and may be 
getting deeper into matters for success.     

 This is a period when you may feel high  
enthusiasm. Take care of the health  

     of your wife and children. Enjoy the fun and 
socials in the air now.  
     You may have to travel. Stomach needs to be 
taken care off. 
 
//............... 
jan 2022 

 The movements now would be slow and avoid 
getting angry. Relationships and at home front 
both need some care. Anger control and 
keeping in  peace with events happening has 
to be there. 

feb   
 Fun and outings would be there. Very positive 

energy high time. Just cash   on the same and 
go for outings. 

march 
 Lot of work and planning is needed. There 

could be unexpected work and also stress. Lot 
of surprises may come up and delays or 
rework could creep in. Avoid rash temper. You 

are prone to rash temper  . Also avoid harsh 

words. All would be fine for you. 
 



April 2022 
 New changes and messages would be there. 

Enjoy the fun and changes now. Communicate 
more for better success. More news and ne 
excitement could pour in- but keep control on 
self and nerves. 

     Do Yoga. 
May 2022 

 love and harmony. But sure take care family 
and your position at office. Health care needs 
care. 

June 2022 
 

 Health needs care and one should avoid 
arguments. Your health and for people around 
you at home or office may need care. More 
work or responsibility at office  is there. Love 
life could be passionate. 

 But one may need to take care of own health 
and people around. Your arguments could be 

on an increase now with people. ☹ 

 
July 2022 

 Time to re-plan matters. Interest in occult 
could grow or dharma as well. You would be 
more with yourself and not a great time for 
gains. 

August 2022 
 This is a time of unexpected events now. Work 

could be there and emotions high. Think , 
plan, and then act for maximum success now. 
You may get some responsible roles or work 
now. You would acquire wealth and health and 
may get an increase in status. 



September 2022 
 Unexpected work and issues may come in. 

Avoid being rash or impulsive this time.    
Highly emotional time. Take care of fights and 
tiffs at home or office. Take proper care of 
your extra mar’s energy now. Think and then 
act and do more of hanuman chalisa all would 
be well. Yes you could become more popular 
or attract more money. 

 
 
 Solar Transits remain same- but other planet 
transits change 
 

 
 



Section 9   Summary of Effects for 

coming 12 Months 
 due to Saturn or Shani dev’s malefic transit on Lagna 

or ascendant for you , this could be a time  involving 

a lot of stress and problems in your Initiative and Job 

matters. 

 You have to protect your Job now and do the 

donations to poor people regularly for maximum 

success. 

 Also on the Home front more peace has to be 

maintained at your end.  

 Avoid tiffs with senior ladies and respect their ego  

for more success.   

 This sadhe sati effects may impact your confidence 

this time. You might feel dominated this time- but 

relax and enjoy life more. 

 This is a time when you have to avoid conflicts with 

your family, friends or perhaps colleagues at office 

for maximum success now.  

 

 FAMILY/FRIENDS: AVERAGE: Your close ones and 

family members may try to fly away from you now or 

may not behave in the right manner. 

 JOB : GOOD: If you go in a planned manner Saturn 

or Shani dev would bless you will all success, 

  Your planning and execution of the work has to be 

of best type to get good success.  

 LOVE/ROMANCE: AVERAGE: Due to Saturn sadhe 

sati effects and aspect of transit Saturn on the 7th 

bhava or house of relationships. It may not a thrilling 

time with regard to love and relationships matter, so 

maintain cool and maintain sweetness in your 

nature. 



 FINANCE/STOCKS: GOOD: As Saturn closely 

connects to your karaka for money or Jupiter dev, it 

Might be excellent time period with regard to 

finances/stocks- so good enough success in stocks is 

there. 

 

 
 

Section 10 Remedies(BONUS): 

 

OM namhoha shivaye for Saturn and rahu/Saturn  
both 108 X as many time possible. 
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 your breakfast to birds

  Donate for  old and needy – especially lepers 
 Giving away brown coloured sweets to birds

  

 

 Also(if your religion allows) 
  Chant Durga chalisa
  Durga sapta-shati
  Shiva chalisa





 
 


 
 

We wish you all the best 

in Life, Arjun Pundit for 

astrozing.com 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For any Clarification Regarding This 
Report– Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail 
at E-Mail Id Given Below: 

 

astrozing.com@gmail.com 


